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Orbiter™The Rotating Gamma System
Pioneering Technology in Radiosurgery Applications

Initial source activity 6000 Ci±10%

Total number of cobalt-60 sources 26

230.76 Ci

Max 3 Gy/min

10mm

Individual source activity

Dose rate

Penumbra

The Rotating Gamma System Orbiter is a radiosurgery system for the 
noninvasive treatment of head, neck, spine and other body tumors. 

The Orbiter’s unique C-arm design provides 360° rotation with 
unparalleled tumor reach. 

26 Cobalt-60 sources and helmet free technology eliminate patient 
discomfort and maximize operator precision 

Advanced Explorer4D™ treatment planning system streamlines setup 
and procedures 

The RGS Orbiter incorporates an in room x-ray based monitoring 
system that detects intra-fractional tumor motion during treatment 
delivery, regardless of the couch angle or gantry position. 
Instantaneous X-Ray imaging with proprietary Explorer 4D fusion 
provides fast and highly accurate positioning information and reduces 
the possibility of geographical miss due to patient motion or internal 
anatomical shifts.

Room based setup
Two KV X-Ray units
Independent verification tool

RGS Orbiter - Headframe
(Leksell) for Brain 
Radiosurgery fixation 

RGS Orbiter - hermoplastic 
immobilization for Neck and Spinal 
Targets

RGS Orbiter - 
Lung/Thorax fixation

LUNG/THORAX TUMORS

RGS Orbiter - Thermoplastic 
immobilization system for 
breast and chest wall

RGS Orbiter - Prostate 
EndorectalBallon for fixation

PROSTATE TUMORS

4mm, 8mm, 14mm,
18mm, 26mm, 32mm,Collimator sizes

50 degrees

900mm

.3mm - .5mm

.0.5mm

Sources distribution range 

Isocenter height to the ground

Dose & mechanical isocenter overlapping accuracy

Mechanical isocenter precision



PROSTATE
Male, 70 years old, prostate cancer, recrudesce two years after 
surgery. Bladder Metastasis, dysuria, Frequency urination, urination 
every 10 minutes, Painless hematuria with bellyache when come to 
our hospital.

LUNG
Male, 52 years old, small cell lung cancer in left part.
Chough hardly, chough with phlegm, obvious pain in left part.

Clinical Indications
Review of select clinical cases:
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Before RGS ORBITER treatment, 5.3×8.2×7.8 （338.99cm3)

1 month after RGS ORBITER treatment, 4.0×6.9×5.9(162.84 cm3), 
32.73% shrunk down compared with that before treatment. Volume 
and frequency of Urination recovered to normal.

5 months after RGS ORBITER treatment, focus disappeared, 
symptom disappeared, tumor shrunk 100%.

2 months after RGS ORBITER treatment, 2.6×3.8×3.5 (34.58cm3), 
83.11% shrunk down in focus.

Focus size 6 months after RGS Orbiter treatment: 2.1x2.7x1.8 
(10.21cm3), shrunk down 56.61% eyesight stayed same.

Before treatment, 7.4×5.3×6.0 (235.32 cm3)

1 month after RGS ORBITER treatment, obvious shrunk down of the 
focus, 95% shrunk down in tumor.

3 months after RGS ORBITER treatment, focus almost disappeared 
in the left lung, and 99% shrunk down in tumor.

Before treatment, 11.3×7.4×10.0（836 cm3） Focus size before treatment: 2.8 x 3.0 x 2.8 (23.52cm3) 

1 month after RGS ORBITER treatment, 3.2×4.9×4.5（70.56 cm3), 
65.54% shrunk down in focus.

Focus size 3 months after RGS Orbiter treatment: 2.5x3.0x2.1 
(15.75cm3), shrunk down36% eye sight of right eye improved, it was 
0.1 at 5 meters. Symptom of headache disappeared. 

LIVER LOWER NECK TUMOR
Male, 67 years old, central-type lung cancer, liver metastasis, Chough, Male, 34 years old, space-occupying lesion found in lower neck, 

indicated craniopharyngioma. The patient suffered from headache and 
dropping eyesight. Eyesight of right eye was 0.12 at 3 meters. 


